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1. Don't  Make All the Effort
• Narcissists will have a long list of reasons why they can't put in as much effort as you.  This might include an

unwillingness to travel out of town or meet you at your place, not making time in their schedule to see you,
chronically showing up late for dates, and/or blowing you off during phone calls.

• Don't continue to send emails, texts, or social media messages if you aren't getting responses in return.  Narcissists
either intentionally go silent in order to instill abandonment triggers, or they're busy with other dating prospects
and consider you low on their list of priorities.  Don't accept their lame excuses.  A person who is interested will
make time for you.
Don't do favors or run errands for someone you just met.  These requests are to see how compliant and
cooperative you are, which to the narcissist means you will eventually end up doing EVERYTHING for them.

•

2. Don't Send Extra Pictures to Someone You Barely Know
• This is a common request of the male somatic narcissist who objectifies women's bodies and likely watches a large

amount of porn.
• A person you've recently met - online or otherwise - who is a good candidate for a mutually respectful relationship

will be content with any existing pics you have online and/or with having already met you in person.
• Definitely do NOT send any nude or suggestive pictures of yourself and don't let someone guilt you into doing so.

Not only will you regret this decision later in the relationship, it's possible they may later share your pictures
online or amongst their friends as a form of revenge.

3. Don't Change Your Appearance for Someone You Just Met
•

•

Don't change your hair color, hairstyle, wardrobe, or consider plastic surgery for a person you've just started
dating.  This is another sign that the person is objectifying you, as well as analyzing how compliant you are in order
to determine if you'd be a good source of narcissistic supply.

Don't fall for the line, "I need my partners to be......"  No one has the right to tell you to change anything about your
appearance.

• Narcissists often ask you to change something about your appearance to give you the impression that the
relationship has long-term potential.

4. Don't Let a New Love Interest Tell You How to Raise Your Children
• Narcissists have no boundaries, and this is obvious in their assumption that you will welcome their input on how

you’re raising your children.
• Some Narcs will include references about “unruly children” on their dating profile . Delete and block anyone who

shows these inclinations to avoid possible devastation to your relationship with your kids.
• No person that you’ve just met has the right to give you advice on raising your children, no matter how convincing it

may seem in the delivery.

5. Beware Inappropriate Comments of a Sexual Nature
• This is another tactic by the Narcissist to find out if you are willing to engage in inappropriate topics, even if you are

uncomfortable with it.
• Unless you’ve made it clear that you are into casual encounters, no one should open this subject in the initial dating

phase and especially not on the first date or before you've met in person.
• Narcissists are generally very persuasive sexually and want sex within the first date or two. If you give in, you will

likely be having sex often, which is their attempt at hooking you emotionally and biochemically, making it harder for
you to leave the relationship.

.

• Use joint venture affiliate webinars to promote your course to new audiences. 
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